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In recent years, the world of global travel has been turned upside down: we’ve all had to

deal with the fallout from a global pandemic and global conflicts. These kinds of

unforeseen events have made simply hopping on a plane and jetting off to a different

destination a little more difficult than usual.

Especially for expats or nomads whose jet-setting lifestyles often mean living in different

destinations and traveling without restrictions.

Now more than ever, making sure you’ve got the right travel insurance for you is very

important for your travels around the world. The thing is, the type of travel insurance that

has traditionally been offered doesn’t always fit with the non-traditional lifestyle of

nomads or expats.

 

However, in the last few years, nomads’ insurance, which has been developed with both

expats and nomads in mind, has taken the market by storm.

This wave of specialized insurance companies have thrown out the rule books and

created packages that allow nomads to travel and work without worry. Here, at Digital

Nomad World, we’re no strangers to global travel and all of the pitfalls that can come

with it.

For the past year, we’ve taken a look at some of the best nomads’ insurance offerings out

there, and picked out the best Nomad Travel and insurance company you should be

looking at for all of your travel and medical insurance needs while on the road.
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Top Recommended Health & Travel Insurance for Nomads

PassportCard (www.passportcardnomads.com)

These guys are offering something a little revolutionary in the world of nomads insurance.

Gone are the days when you were required to pay out of your pocket for trips to the

doctors when abroad, and then had to spend your time claiming your cash back from

your insurance company. Instead, PassportCard is quite simply a Visa card that you use to

pay for any medical treatment upfront, no more waiting on your insurance company to

pay out.

Rather than conventional insurance, this is pretty much a debit card meaning you won’t

be limited to what medical providers you use.

The process is extremely simple: If you need help with medical expenses, get in touch

with PassportCard; they will load your red card with money and then you just pay for

whatever medical expenses need paying for.

This is not normal expats or nomads’ insurance in the slightest, and for that reason it’s

probably one of the best offerings for globe trotters right now. You can even buy it while

abroad -tailor-make your plan to suit your trip and extend or cancel at any time,

anywhere in the world. Plans start from $59 per month.

Why did we choose PassportCard as the best Nomad Insurance?

With its bold website and colorful design, PassportCard ticks a lot of boxes for those

who want an affordable yet comprehensive nomads’ insurance option.

Billing themselves as “a global social safety net”, PassportCard offers everything from a

simple baseline insurance coverage to the most comprehensive insurance packages.

This digital nomad-specific insurance gives you coverage for unforeseen injuries or

illness while you’re abroad which includes any stays at a hospital or visits to a doctor.

Travel disruption such as lost luggage, unplanned overnight stays, and emergency

evacuation from things like flooding is also taken care of.

The company has been backed up by a string of good reviews from digital nomads who

have used their flexible policy to make sure their trip runs as smoothly as possible. The

easy subscription model is something that ticks a lot of boxes for many looking for

nomads’ insurance. Simply log on and get covered.

Nomad and Expat Insurance Final Thoughts

Though it may be more expensive than other companies, for the money you spend, you

get excellent protection from a company that provides a reliable service.
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The founders of the company are nomads themselves, so you can trust that they know

what they need to deliver in terms of insurance for digital nomads. These guys don’t just

cover digital nomads, but also travelers, remote workers, and even expats.

All in all, PassportCard feels like a much more grown-up option for your nomads

insurance. Along with all the other perks, they also offer plans for families and couples.

The benefits of opting for PassportCard nomads’ insurance with this particular company

include a secure VPN for checking your bank account, access to airport lounges for late

flights, and an emergency response team for those events when time is of the essence.

They even offer virtual counseling sessions to keep your mental health in check after

spending time alone on the road, something which could really help to make your life as

an expat or nomad much more comfortable.

To get your Travel Insurance by PassportCard check out their website here 

 

The Digital Nomad World is a platform created by digital nomads for digital nomads. We

strive to offer fellow DN's a platform that addresses every aspect of a DN's lifestyle.

 

This post may contain affiliate links and DNworld may earn a small commission when you

click on the links at no addiational cost to you.
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